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When the immortal Bai Qian finally meets her intended husband, the heir to the Sky Throne, she
considers herself in luckâ€”until an old enemy returns to threaten everything she holds dearâ€¦When
a mortal woman enters the immortal world to be with her true love, she sparks a jealousy that ends
in tragedyâ€¦And when a war god depletes his spiritual energy, his devoted student sustains his
body with her own heartâ€™s blood until the godâ€™s scattered soul reassemblesâ€¦Spanning a
thousand years of tangled lives, To the Sky Kingdom is a story of epic battles, passion, evil, and
magic. In its journey across worlds and time, it delves into the powerful forces that drive mortals and
gods alike toward revenge, loyaltyâ€”and love.
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4.5/5God, this book was exquisite! Not for everyone, but I'm reading and watching a lot about
Chinese mythology and culture these days, and the more you do the more you understand the
nuances.The synopsis does not do this book justice. To The Sky Kingdom is all about
predestination and love which keeps finding you through time and space, it also has some kicka*s
battle sequences and fantastic characters, but it's all done in a non-obtrusive and very elegant

way.Bai Qian is a 150 thousand year-old Goddess, who due being jilted eons ago when her groom
ran away with her servant, got engaged to a baby Immortal half her age(!), a very talented Yeh Hua,
The Sky Emperor's heir. They managed to avoid each other for thousands of years, knowing it will
be nothing more than a political marriage while both parties rise to power.However 300 years ago
Bai Qian underwent a major calamity, a necessary process to become a Goddess. What she
doesn't remember is that she was turned Mortal, met Yeh Hua, they both fell madly in love, and he
married her and took her to live with him in The Sky Kingdom where she gave birth to a son and
through machinations of his concubine suffered greatly and died. Only to remember who she really
is and drink an elixir to forget her mortal life. Convoluting or what?The book starts with Bai Qian's
last days as mortal, which is pretty confusing. When she accidentally meets Yeh Hua again, it gets
even more confusing, as in her he recognizes his beloved Su Su and his son keeps calling Bai Qian
mother.... So, not only they already have a son, Bai Qian is supposed to marry Yeh Hua despite
being twice his age, ad she doesn't remember him at all.So he has to woo her all over again.There
are other plot threads.
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